
The Bits Between The Lambdas:Binary Data in a Lazy Functional LanguageMalcolm Wallace Colin RuncimanDept of Computer ScienceUniversity of York, UKfmalcolm,coling@cs.york.ac.ukAbstractFor the programmer, storage media are usually assumed tohave a minimum atomic unit of transfer of one byte. How-ever, sometimes it is useful to have an even �ner storagegranularity of one bit, for instance in order to compress data.This paper describes an API in the lazy functional lan-guage Haskell for treating storage media as arbitrary-lengthstreams of bits, without byte-alignment constraints. So faras possible, storage media are treated uniformly. In particu-lar, bit-stream memory and binary �les share the same API{ a new and useful abstraction over memory managementand �le management. This uniformity of access leads to anovel technique for lazy random-access to �les in a purelyfunctional manner. We also describe a technique for au-tomatically deriving compressed binary representations ofuser-de�ned data structures, whose operations provide bothin-heap data compression and convenient high-level binaryI/O.Of many possible applications, we illustrate the process-ing of Hu�man-encoded image data, and a bibliographic in-formation system which uses lazy B-Trees for e�cient stor-age management.1 IntroductionDi�erent styles of programming languages tend to use dif-fering models of memory storage, with the consequence thatdi�erent access methods are employed. Functional languagesin particular have a very abstract memory model, where thedetails of storage are entirely hidden from the programmerand handled by automatic management systems. There areno explicit mechanisms for allocating, de-allocating, copy-ing, sizing, resizing, overwriting, or otherwise manipulatingareas of memory within a program. This abstract naturegives a direct bene�t in reducing programming errors, andis one of several features which make functional languagesan attractive choice for developing complex software. Thepower of abstraction, especially over memory management,leads to increased programmer productivity, an enhancedcapacity for rapid prototyping, and ease of maintenance ofthe emerging software.On the other hand, there are certain applications wheredirect access to the particular layout of data in memory isessential. What is more, we sometimes require access notTo appear in the Proceedings of the International Sym-posium on Memory Management, Oct 1998, VancouverBC, Canada

just to bytes or words of storage, but to smaller quantities,even to individual bits.In this paper we present a new library for the lazy func-tional language Haskell1 which bridges this abstraction gap.We describe an explicit memory model which is bit-orientedand gives the programmer direct access to stored represen-tations of data, whilst retaining the abstract nature of theprogramming paradigm, including the automatic manage-ment of those very storage regions.1.1 Example applicationsThere are many applications which need to use real machine-level binary digits in a program. Here are just a few exam-ples:� Compression: to reduce the amount of heap memoryused at runtime by large static data structures, en-abling programs either to run on smaller machines, orconversely to store more data in the same amount ofmemory.� Data interpretation: to read and write binary data�lesin a prescribed format, such as image data in GIF,TIFF, JPEG formats.� Persistence: to save internal data structures in a �lebetween runs of a program, enabling a warm-start whichavoids expensive and unnecessary re-calculation. (Abinary format is usually more compact and faster toprocess than a textual format.)� Interfacing: to communicate values at runtime to an-other program, perhaps across a network, and perhapswritten in a di�erent programming language.1.2 Data representation in functionallanguagesThe requirement for `real machine' memory access is in manyways the antithesis of the functional language philosophy ofabstraction. Even at the implementation level, lazy func-tional languages tend to use an internal representation ofdata which is uniform and abstract, based on graphs of heapcells. A value is either atomic, occupying one cell, or it isstructured and each of its components occupies one cell, inturn either an atomic value or a pointer to another struc-tured value. As a consequence, almost every run-time valueis really a collection and/or chain of pointers.1We assume some basic familiarity with the general approach offunctional programming. Two good introductory texts which useHaskell notation are Bird[1], and Thompson[19].



There are very good reasons for this memory model.Functional programming systems make little distinction be-tween values and expressions, so a memory cell must becapable of representing either form. Also, functions may bepolymorphic and it is therefore very useful for one unit ofmemory space to be able to hold a value or expression ofany type, no matter how simple or complex.1.3 Streams of bitsStandard imperative and object-oriented languages fully ex-pose memory to the programmer in discrete chunks of non-uniform size. For instance, one can manipulate a double-precision oating-point number by knowing that it occupiesa 64-bit region, whilst a long text string might be repre-sented in a contiguous region of one kilobyte. However, webelieve that even this programming model is inconvenientfor many applications which need to use binary formats.This is because it assumes a �nest granularity of 8 bits (thebyte). From a programming point of view, it is more use-ful to have bit-access in chunks of varying size: sometimesjust a single bit at a time, sometimes in bytes or half-words,sometimes in non-aligned odd sizes like 13 bit chunks.For this reason, our design proceeds on the assumptionthat the programmer is really interested in bit streams {bit-sequences of arbitrary length.Furthermore, we make as little distinction as possible be-tween memory and �le storage: we take the view that a bit-stream is just a bit-stream, no matter where it resides phys-ically. This assumption leads to certain constraints on themodel, but also provides a golden opportunity. On the downside, when writing a bit-stream, memory must be treatedvery much like a �le, which is to say, within the imperativestyle of modern functional I/O[12]. However, we argue thatfor the intended applications, this restriction is not a greatloss. On the up side, when reading a bit-stream, �les canbe treated just like random-access heap memory, which is tosay, lazily and with referential transparency. In this situa-tion, we can continue to use the full power of the functionallanguage.1.4 Data representation in �lesOur bit-stream library also stands in contrast to the usualmeans of storing functional data structures in �les. Haskellprovides the automatically-derived functions show and readfor almost all datatypes { they respectively pretty-print avalue to a string and parse a string to a value. They arecommonly used in conjunction with ordinary textual �le I/Oto store or transmit values between programs. String repre-sentations tend to be large, and the derived functions whichparse them are often complex and slow. Using a bit-streamstorage model saves both space and time.1.5 RoadmapSection 2 describes the design and API of a library of prim-itives to read and write simple untyped streams of bits inmemory or in �les. Use of the library is demonstrated witha JPEG image decoder in section 3.Section 4 discusses the library's implementation, includ-ing the consequences of presenting a uni�ed programminginterface for �le-bu�ering and dynamic memory sizing, alongwith details of how lazy pure �le-reading works. (Implemen-tation is in R�ojemo's nhc13 [3][15] compiler.)Section 5 develops a Haskell class which abstracts overthe primitive operations to provide compressed binary rep-resentations of ordinary typed data values. We describe anautomatic scheme to derive standard binary representationsof arbitrary user-de�ned Haskell datatypes.

Section 6 illustrates the use of this type class in an ex-ample application which builds and inspects a large biblio-graphical database, whose index is stored directly in a �leas a B-tree.Section 7 discusses related work and future directions.2 A library for untyped bit-streamsWe highlight the salient features of the bit-stream storagemodel by describing the type signatures of a concrete li-brary of access functions. Our main design principle is toprovide the smallest number of functions which provide ex-ible and e�cient access, yet which are su�ciently uniformnot to hinder the layering of useful abstractions on top ofthe basic operations. Secondarily, where there are commonprogramming idioms which could be coded by the Haskellprogrammer using the basic operations, but such codingswould be necessarily ine�cient, we provide such operationsnatively. (Most of the library is implemented in C, usingHaskell's GreenCard[11] foreign language interface.)2.1 Storage location of bit-streamsdata BinLocation = Memory| File FilePath BinIOModenewtype BinHandle = BH ForeignObjopenBin :: BinLocation -> IO BinHandlecloseBin :: BinHandle -> IO ()stdmem :: BinHandleBit-streams must be stored in some location on somemedium. For our purposes, we would like to have the exi-bility to use di�erent media (memory/�les) at di�erent timeswithout having to make any signi�cant changes to a pro-gram. (The same model can easily be used for other mediasuch as pipes, persistent stores, etc., although we do notconsider them further here.) We introduce the BinHandle asan abstract reference to some space in which bit-streams arestored. It encapsulates and hides details of the state of thestorage space: whether it is a �le or memory, bu�ering, end-of-�le conditions, memory-relocation due to garbage collec-tion, read-write modes, and so on. Because it is a statefulvalue with side-e�ects on the real world, most operationsusing a BinHandle must be sequenced carefully, hence thefrequent occurrence of the I/O type.2The operation openBin prepares a location for use as abinary storage space in a program. In allowing heap memoryto be used for binary data, we do not restrict a program tousing a single memory BinHandle. One can open as manyseparate memory spaces as required. For convenience, weprovide one BinHandle that is already open { stdmem. Wedo not however have BinHandle equivalents for the ordinarypre-opened textual �le-handles (stdin, stdout, and stderr) {all binary �les must be opened explicitly.As well as re-using memory when a program discards allreferences to a particular BinHandle at runtime, the sys-tem's garbage collector automatically closes �les when theyare no longer referenced[17]. When a binary �le is closed, itscontents are ushed and end-padded with zero bits to thenext byte boundary. The operation closeBin can be used toexplicit notify the system that the space is no longer in use.2In a lazy language, any state-transformer monad[12] would do,but we choose the I/O monad, for the obvious reason that, on thoseoccasions when the BinHandle refers to a �le, we need to do genuineI/O.



2.2 Position within a bit-streamnewtype BinPtr = BP IntseekBin :: BinHandle -> BinPtr -> IO ()tellBin :: BinHandle -> IO BinPtrendBin :: BinHandle -> IO BinPtrA BinPtr records the starting position of a bit-streamwithin some binary data space. It is really a �xed-widthinteger representing the number of bits from the start of aspace { it does not hold any information about which Bin-Handle it belongs to.Every BinHandle has an implicit current position { theposition at which a subsequent read or write operation willbegin. The tellBin operation reports this position, whilst theseekBin operation moves the current position to the speci�edposition. The endBin does not move the current position,but simply reports the next available position beyond theend of the bit-stream. BinPtrs can also be calculated arith-metically.32.3 Modes for reading and writingdata BinIOMode = RO | WO | RWfreezeBin :: BinHandle -> IO ()When a BinHandle is opened, it is opened in a particu-lar mode for either reading (RO) or writing (WO) or both(RW). If it is a �le the mode must be speci�ed, but when amemory area is opened the mode is always RW. Memory ar-eas are not persistent like �les, so a read-only memory areawould remain empty, and a write-only memory area couldnever be read from, simply losing its data at the end of theprogram run!The modes follow the expected conventions in most re-spects. For instance, when opening a WO �le, it is createdif it does not already exist, and truncated to zero-length if itdoes. Conversely, a RW �le is never truncated. The seman-tics of writing when in RW mode is bit-wise overwriting: ifrequired, one can write just a single bit inside a BinHandlewithout altering the surrounding data.Once a BinHandle is open, it is not possible to changeits mode, with one exception: a BinHandle in RW mode canbe frozen into RO mode with the freezeBin operation. Thisgives a guarantee that the �le or memory space cannot laterchange, because there is no way to revert from RO mode toRW to permit writing again. Hence, a BinHandle once inRO mode can be treated subsequently as referentially trans-parent, allowing functions which read the data to have puretypes, no longer trapped inside the sequential I/O system.2.4 Functions for reading and writingputBits :: BinHandle -> Int -> Int -> IO ()getBits :: BinHandle -> Int -> IO IntgetBitsF :: BinHandle -> Int -> BinPtr -> (Int,BinPtr)Now we come to the core operations: how to read andwrite actual streams of bits. We have chosen to use limited-precision integers in Haskell as the basic value which can bewritten to or read from a BinHandle. One reason for prefer-ring Ints over (say) lists of Booleans is that it is relativelycheap to convert many types of Haskell value to Ints (usingfor instance the Enum class). The read and write opera-tions take as a parameter the bit-width to be regarded as3For those familiar with the Haskell numeric classes, we chooseto make the BinPtr type an instance of Enum. Hence the type-conversion functions fromEnum and toEnum are necessary before andafter arithmetic { to remind the user that pointer arithmetic can bedangerous.

signi�cant, that is, the length of the bit-stream to read orwrite.So, putBits bh n v writes the least signi�cant n bits of thevalue v at the current position in the BinHandle bh. Con-versely, getBits bh n reads the next n bits from the currentposition in the BinHandle bh and returns the integer theyrepresent (padded with zeros in the most signi�cant bits).In both cases, the \current position" of the BinHandle atthe completion of the operation is the position immediatelybeyond the end of the transferred bit-stream.There are clear limitations to this mechanism { one can-not read or write more than 32 bits at a time. Also, sincein general we strip the most signi�cant bits, we deliberatelylose a certain amount of (redundant) information from thevalue. It is important that the programmer is aware of this,and is careful to ensure that the bit-width chosen is adequatefor the value.By using the operations tellBin and seekBin togetherwith putBits and getBits, we have full random access to anypoint in the bit-stream.The function getBitsF is slightly di�erent from getBits,and in many ways far more interesting, because it is purelyfunctional: its result depends solely on its arguments, avoid-ing the stateful notion of the \current position" of the Bin-Handle. Hence, it must take an additional BinPtr argumentto indicate where to start reading bits. (We require that theBinHandle is �xed into RO mode �rst.) The result containsnot only the value read, but also the subsequent position. Akey property here is that the result value is returned lazily,and is computed separately from the positional part of theresult. This enables us to compose many uses of getBitsFtogether using the higher-order composition function (<<),de�ned as:(<<) :: (a->b,c) -> (c->(a,c)) -> (c->(b,c))(f,p) << g = let (x, p') = g p in (f x, p')The result value of such a composition is also entirelylazy { which means that only the sections of a bitstreamwhich are of interest will ever be decoded by the program.These functions, getBitsF and (<<), together form the basisfor implementing lazy random-access to binary representa-tions of high-level data structures (section 5).2.5 Miscellaneous operationsalignBin :: BinHandle -> IO ()isEOFBin :: BinHandle -> IO BoolskipBits :: BinHandle -> Int -> IO ()clearBits :: BinHandle -> Int -> IO BinPtrcmpBits :: BinHandle -> BinPtr ->BinHandle -> BinPtr -> Int -> OrderingThere are various other operations on BinHandles andbit-streams, which we mention for completeness. alignBinmoves the bit-stream from the current position to the nextbyte-boundary (padding with zeros if writing is permitted),and leaves the current position at that boundary. isEOFBintests whether the current position is at the end of the bit-stream. skipBits moves the current position forward by thespeci�ed number of bits, without altering anything. clear-Bits moves the current position forward by the speci�ednumber of bits, writing zeros as it moves. cmpBits com-pares two bit-sequences bit-for-bit across the given length,reporting whether the �rst is less than, equal to, or greaterthan the second.



type Bits = [Bool]byte2bits :: Int -> Bitsstring2bits :: String -> Bitsbyte2bits x =zipWith (>=) (map (rem x) powers) (tail powers)where powers = [256,128,64,32,16,8,4,2,1]string2bits = concat . map (byte2bits.fromEnum)dcdecode :: Tree Int -> StFun Bits Intlookup :: Tree a -> StFun Bits areceive :: Int -> StFun Bits Intdcdecode t = do s <- lookup tv <- receive sreturn (extend v s)lookup (Leaf x) = return xlookup (Branch lef rit) =do b <- readBitlookup' (if b then rit else lef)receive k =do n <- receive (k-1)b <- readBitreturn ((2*n) + (if b then 1 else 0))Figure 1: A section of the JPEG decoding program.2.6 Bulk transfer operationscopyBin :: BinHandle -> BinLocation -> IO BinHandlecopyBytes :: BinHandle -> BinHandle -> Int -> IO BinPtrcopyBits :: BinHandle -> BinHandle -> Int -> IO BinPtrTransferring bits in bulk is an important facility { for ex-ample to compute a bit stream in memory then later dumpit to a �le in one operation, or perhaps to build a new bit-stream in segments from a series of other bit-streams. Weprovide three di�erent operations specialised for di�erentsituations. copyBin copies the entire contents of a BinHan-dle to a new BinLocation, returning a fresh open BinHandleonto the copy. copyBytes copies just a section of a bit-streambetween two BinHandles { it takes both source and desti-nation BinHandles, and copies a speci�ed number of bytesfrom the current position in one to the current position in theother. This operation has the restriction that the source anddestination bit-streams must be aligned on a byte boundaryat both start and end { a necessary condition if the bulktransfer is to be e�cient. In the absence of this condition,a slower operation, copyBits, can be used to copy a non-aligned section of a bit-stream.3 JPEG decoding: a low-level exampleTo illustrate the utility of this basic binary library, we tookan existing functional implementation of a JPEG image de-coder [4] and revised it to use the new library. The programreads a JPEG �le and calculates from it several data struc-tures, including Hu�man trees, quantisation tables, and amatrix of integers representing the decoded image scan it-self. It is necessary to read both bytes and nibbles (4-bits)when building the decoding tables, and it is essential to readthe encoded picture scan one bit at a time, due to the high-compression Hu�man coding scheme used.The original program (see Figure 1) treats the JPEG �leas a lazy list of characters (assumed to be 8-bit). For thedecoding tables, it converts individual characters into inte-gers or pairs of small integers (nibbles) as required. The

dcdecode :: BinHandle -> Tree Int -> StFun BinPtr Intlookup :: BinHandle -> Tree a -> StFun BinPtr adcdecode h t = do s <- lookup h tv <- getBitsF h sreturn (extend v s)lookup h (Leaf x) = return xlookup h (Branch lef rit) =do b <- getBitsF h 1lookup h (if (toEnum b) then rit else lef)Figure 2: The same section of the JPEG decoder us-ing the Binary library.segment containing the picture scan is converted from astring to a list of booleans by arithmetic calculation (func-tion string2bits). As samples are read by dcdecode, �rst aHu�man-encoded value representing the length of the sam-ple is read bit-by-bit (function lookup), then exactly thatnumber of bits is read from the bit-stream and aggregatedback into an integer by a further arithmetic calculation (func-tion receive), and �nally a sign-extension operation is per-formed before returning the sample value.In the new version (see Figure 2), the JPEG �le is readlazily as a stream of bits. For the decoding tables, bytes andnibbles are read directly as integers of the appropriate width.The picture scan is read directly bit-by-bit, and section bysection. The function receive is now exactly getBitsF. Al-though the functions dcdecode and lookup appear to changeonly slightly, their types indicate that instead of carrying apotentially large list of Booleans in the functional state, wecarry just a BinPtr. The cost of converting a string to alist of Booleans disappears because the new storage modelmatches the application domain so closely.However, the match is not quite so perfect as it seems at�rst: there is a wrinkle in the speci�cation (caused by thenatural byte-orientation of �les) which upsets our pure bit-oriented model slightly. The separate segments of the �leare introduced by an identifying sequence of an 0x� bytefollowed by a byte identifying the type of segment. When acomplete 0x� byte happens to occur within the picture scanbit-stream, the JPEG speci�cation states that it must befollowed by a padding byte of 0x00 to indicate that the scandata will continue, rather than signalling the start of a newsegment. The 0x00 byte does not however form part of thescan data.The original version handled this situation by copyingthe scan data character by character, identifying and skip-ping over the padding bytes. In the new version, we use thebulk copying primitives to speed the process, by �rst scan-ning the data stream for these interruptions, then buildinga new bit-stream by copying large chunks of the �le.Conversion to the bit-stream model improves the perfor-mance of the JPEG application. On an typical small imageof 177 � 76 pixels, the decoding time reduces from 19.20sto 16.95s (measured on a 150Mhz Pentium). To understandthese �gures, it is important to realise that the program isdeliberately a direct implementation in the style of a spec-i�cation. It is slow due to the great number and generaline�ciency of matrix operations represented using lists oflists. Thus, the bene�t of the binary model is somewhatdwarfed by the rest of the computation. Without a detailedtime pro�ling tool, it is di�cult to attribute costs more pre-cisely.



4 Implementation4.1 File bu�eringThe implementation of binary �le bu�ering is an interestingquestion, because we cannot simply rely on the underlyingoperating system's notion of �le bu�ering. Files are usuallywritten and read at a �nest granularity of one byte { but thisBinary library requires a potential granularity of a single bit.Our design by-passes the operating system's byte-orientedbu�ering mechanism altogether, and implements its ownbu�ering policy, providing bit-at-a-time virtual operations.Because the virtual �le operations seen by the programmerare at bit level rather than byte level, interleaved read andwrite operations do not cause bits to be lost or extra zerobits inserted, or other odd interference e�ects.In essence, each BinHandle holds a multi-byte cache ofa segment of the �le, providing a window onto the real �le.Bits are always read from and written to the cache, which\slides" over the real �le (and is ushed to it) in a waywhich minimises the number of real �le operations. Writeoperations overwrite the bits that are already in the cache;random-access movements cause the cache to be ushed todisk only if the cache has been written to. In particular, thecache may overlap the real end of the �le: in which case thecache is padded with zero bits and the real �le is extendedonly after a virtual write into that section of the cache.An issue with WO �les arises here: although it may seemreasonable to use random-access operations on a WO �le, ifthe operating system indeed permits only write-access tothat �le, then we cannot provide proper bit-level overwrit-ing, because this would require us to read sections of the�le into the cache. In this situation, we can only managebyte-aligned random-access overwriting.A word about machine architecture is needed here. Con-sider reading or writing a 32-bit integer to or from the cache.Machines of di�ering endian-ness store the individual bytesof the integer in a di�erent order. Does this mean that thesame program run on di�erent machines cannot reliably readand write the same binary format? No. All binary valuesare stored in network order (big-endian), and portability ofthe binary format is guaranteed.4.2 Storage in heap memoryA small region of heap is allocated when an openBin opera-tion requests a new BinHandle withMemory as the location.The descriptor corresponding to a BinHandle is allocatedas a C data structure containing, amongst other items, apointer to this piece of heap. The descriptor is administeredby the garbage collector as usual { when the BinHandle isno longer in use, both the descriptor and the heap regionare collected. Since some garbage collectors re-locate heappointers, it is necessary to use a stable pointer[14] as an ab-stract C reference to the actual heap location.Each binary storage region should occupy as little spaceas necessary, and grow dynamically as more data is writteninto it. One common folklore approach would be to doubleits size every time it becomes full.The policy we have chosen is to use the bu�er-cache iden-tically on memory regions as for �le I/O (described in section4.1 above). Just as the cache can lie beyond the end of aphysical �le, and the �le is extended only when the cache isushed, so a heap binary storage region can be re-allocatedto a larger size when the cache is ushed. This policy can beine�cient in the case of sequential extension for two reasons:it is O(N=n)2 where N is the �nal size and n is the cachesize; and there is a constant overhead in copying heap re-gions to and from the cache. (See also the discussion of thee�ect of cache size in section 4.3 below.) However, by uni-

fying the cache abstraction across storage media, it greatlysimpli�es the implementation.On the other hand, when a memory area is frozen tobecome read-only, there is no longer any reason to extendit, so access time is constant, and we can read the heapmemory directly, dispensing with the intervening cache.4.3 Lazy �le readingThe really cute part is the lazy reading of �les. First, weneed a guarantee that the contents of a �le cannot changebetween the runtime creation of the lazy closure to read itand the evaluation of that closure. The best guarantee wecan achieve is that this program cannot itself overwrite the�le { just as with any program reading a �le, there is noprotection against other processes corrupting the data.When a �le is set to RO mode, unlike with memory, weretain the bit-cache and continue to use it for reading. Recallthat getBitsF takes a BinPtr argument. The consequence isthat on every single invocation of getBitsF, the system mustcheck whether that pointer value falls within or outside thecurrent cache. Fortunately, the test is cheap, and the cacheis re-loaded only on those occasions where the pointer isoutside it.Are those occasions rare or frequent? It depends verymuch on the exact order in which values are demanded bythe lazy program. It is not hard to imagine a situationwhere two or more values are demanded from the �le in aninterleaved fashion, causing the cache to thrash between thetwo locations in the bit-stream. We explored the e�ect ofcache size on the performance of benchmark tests, rangingfrom a single byte cache to eight kilobytes. As expected,a larger cache gives better performance, by increasing thelikelihood of pointers sharing the same cache locality. Witheach halving of the cache size, the total runtime increasesby between 2% and 30% { as the cache size gets smaller, theperformance e�ect gets larger. In overall performance termshowever, the system remains very usable even with a cacheof only 16 bytes.5 A higher-level view of Binary operationsAlthough there are applications where direct access to un-typed bit-streams is essential, it is usually preferable to workat a higher level of abstraction.We now explore just such an abstraction, where insteadof untyped bit-streams, we have typed binary values, and weintroduce a Haskell type class whose operations read andwrite whole data structures in a compressed binary form.While this can be seen just as typed binary I/O, it can alsobe viewed more abstractly as representation transformation.One goal is to reduce of the size of values, and another isto enable fast transmission, storage, and retrieval of values,particularly with a view to persistent storage.5.1 Typed binary I/Otype Bin a = BinPtrclass Binary a whereput :: BinHandle -> a -> IO (Bin a)get :: BinHandle -> IO agetF :: BinHandle -> Bin a -> IO (a, Bin b)sizeOf :: a -> IntputAt :: Binary a => BinHandle -> Bin a -> a -> IO ()getAt :: Binary a => BinHandle -> Bin a -> IO agetFAt :: Binary a => BinHandle -> Bin a -> a



First, we note that the Bin a type does not contain anyvalue of type a { the polymorphic parameter is used for statictype-checking only, highlighting errors early and eliminatingruntime checks.An obvious view of the Binary class is that its operationsare just an extension to the usual textual I/O model, butwith a powerful new feature: the ability to read data, evenfrom a �le, with a pure, lazy function.In the I/O-based view of the class, put writes a value ofany member type at the current position in a binary space(where the binary space could be in heap memory or it couldbe in a �le). Alternatively, the putAt operation writes avalue at a speci�c position in the space. (putAt must be usedwith care, since di�erent values of the same type may occupydi�erent amounts of binary space { see section 6.2. Thefunction sizeOf reports exactly how many bits a particularvalue would occupy in binary representation.)To recover the value, there are similar options. The getoperation reads back a value from the current position of theBinHandle, or the getAt operation reads it from a speci�cposition. Both these operations are sequenced through theI/O system, fully evaluating their results { get and getAt arenot lazy.However, with a read-only BinHandle, the value can beread by the getF or getFAt functions, which are pure andlazy (see sections 2.3 and 4.3).While this explanation of the Binary class as simply aspecial form of I/O is both useful and correct, it can behelpful to use a di�erent intuition: that some of the classmethods describe abstract representation transformers.5.2 Representation transformationIn the \representation transformer" view of the Binary class,if we ignore the BinHandle values for the moment, put, asits type suggests, transforms a value from its usual represen-tation to a binary representation of the same value. Con-versely, getFAt transforms a value from its binary represen-tation to an ordinary representation.Since a major reason for using binary representations isto achieve heap compression, put fully evaluates the wholeof its argument. After all, it is no good if a supposedly com-pressed value is actually stored as a lazy closure, retainingthe original full-sized value throughout the program untilthe point where the compressed value is actually used! As ameans of enforcing this program sequence, put is embeddedin the I/O type.On the other hand, the getFAt transformation is entirelypure and lazy { it is not known in advance which componentsof the compressed value might be needed in the computa-tion, and so the value remains in compressed form until it isneeded { and then only those needed inner components aredecompressed.5.3 Automatically derived bit-sequencerepresentations for data typesIf a type admits just k di�erent values, any value of thattype can be represented within log2 (k) bits. It is clear howthis can be applied to an enumerated type, with only nullaryconstructors. But the same observation also applies to morestructured types. In Haskell a structured data value of atype T consists of a constructor followed by a sequence of nvalues, each of which belongs to some type t0::tn�1. Hence,a structured value can be represented in binary form by avector of bits. The �rst portion of the vector identi�es theconstructor, and the remainder of the vector is a sequence ofvalues, each also represented in binary form. If there are kseparate constructors in a type, then the constructor portionof the bit-sequence occupies dlog2 (k)e bits. Each particular

data Tree a = Branch (Tree a) (Tree a)| Leaf aderiving Binaryt :: Tree Boolt = Branch (Branch (Branch (Leaf True)(Branch (Leaf False)(Leaf True)))(Branch (Leaf False)(Leaf True)))(Leaf False)instance Binary Bool whereput h b = do putBits h 1 (fromEnum b)getF h c =let (i,c') = getBitsF h 1 c in(toEnum i, c')instance Binary a => Binary (Tree a) whereput h (Leaf b) =do p <- putBits h 1 0put h breturn pput h (Branch l r) =do p <- putBits h 1 1put h lput h rreturn pgetF h p =let (i,p') = getBitsF h 1 p incase i of0 -> (Leaf,p') << getF h1 -> (Branch,p') << getF h << getF hFigure 3: Binary for truth trees.constructor may of course be followed by a di�erent numberand types of arguments, so di�erent values of the same con-structed type may occupy very di�erent amounts of space.Because the concrete details of the bit-vector representa-tion di�er from type to type, the obvious mechanism to hidethese details is the ad-hoc polymorphism of type classes.However, the scheme we have described is very regular, andit would be tedious to write explicit Binary instance de�ni-tions for every datatype used in a program. Hence, we havemodi�ed the nhc13 compiler to generate instances of Binaryautomatically for datatypes with a deriving clause, as in theexample in Figure 3.5.4 A small example: truth treesFigure 3 re-visits a small example from an earlier paper[21],illustrating an example tree t of Booleans, together with theexplicit instance de�nitions that the compiler derives for it.(For those familiar with the earlier paper, the major additionto this example is the derived lazy reading function, getF.Also, we omit the get derivation for brevity.)In a standard graph memory representation such as thatused in nhc13 [15], each Boolean occupies one word, eachBranch occupies three words, and each Leaf occupies oneword. The total space needed to represent t is at worst27 words, or at best (assuming maximal sharing) 16 words.Implementations such as Gofer[8] use four words per Branch,bringing the total to between 32 and 20 words.Under the binary scheme, one bit is su�cient to distin-guish branches from leaves, and one further bit distinguishesTrue from False. In total, the compressed t occupies exactly17 bits. (The full bit-stream for t is 11101100011000100.)This is better than an order of magnitude saving { the com-



pression ratio is between 15� and 60�, depending on word-size and the extent of sharing. Clearly this example is abest-case due to the high compressibility of Booleans, butwe obtain very worthwhile compression ratios of around 6�for more realistic applications[21].5.5 Getting better compressionEven though the compiler can derive the binary operationsautomatically, the programmer is still free to try more ag-gressive compression algorithms by de�ning custom instancesof the Binary class. We have experimented with alternativecoding schemes where a knowledge of the expected frequencyof values can be used to great advantage. For example,we have written a Haskell program which takes a simplevalue/frequency table for a type and generates a Haskellmodule containing the appropriate instance declarations forHu�man compression[5]. In our experience of speci�c appli-cations, Hu�man coding can roughly double the compres-sion ratio. There are other fruitful avenues for compression,especially for character strings[9].5.6 Limitations on compressible valuesIt has already been noted that the put function is fully evalu-ates it arguments. This means that compression in memoryis really only suitable for data which is largely static: it maybe computed once, but it then remains constant and usefulfor the rest of the program's run. Examples of such appli-cations are: a compiler's import table, a natural-languagedictionary, a program-reduction tracer[18].There are some other limitations to the representationscheme outlined here.1. During compression, any sharing in the original struc-ture is lost, because an in-lined copy is made at everysite of the sharing. This is inevitable because the pur-pose of compression is to atten out the links from thegraph structure, keeping only the terminal values andtheir sequence. As a result of this restriction, neithercyclic nor in�nite structures can be compressed usingthe default scheme.2. The heap representation of functions cannot be com-pressed, since a machine address cannot easily be re-duced in size. However, it is certainly possible tocompress the code itself, expanding it only when it isneeded. Just-in-time dynamic compilation is showinggood results in this area { see for instance Wakeling'srecent work [20].3. Except when reading binary values lazily, data is ac-cessed in a sequential left-to-right order. For instance,in a compressed binary tree one locates the right sub-tree by �rst deciphering the left subtree. This is �ne ifthe left subtree will be used in the same computationanyway, but in general, access to right-lying compo-nents is more expensive than to left-lying components.There are at least three ways of improving this situa-tion.Firstly, read the data lazily: the system will not actu-ally read the bits representing a left-lying componentif it is not needed { it will only calculate the pointervalues to reach the right-lying component.Secondly, if sequential access is absolutely necessary,then when constructing a bit-sequence to representa component, one can precede it with a short bit-sequence representing its length. This costs more space,but allows unneeded components to be skipped overquickly.

A third alternative is to choose the level of data-structureat which compression is best employed. A judiciouschoice in an application based on tree-lookup, mightbe to compress the entries at the leaves of a tree buthave the tree structure itself remain in ordinary form.If the tree structure still takes up too much space, onemight use an array of binary pointers instead.6 FunRefs: a high-level exampleOne high-level application of the Binary library is a bib-liographic information system. For anything more than afew thousand items, the standard facilities of Haskell (datastructures heap-allocated in main memory and serial text�les) are not suitable for programming such a system. Mostfacilities of the Binary library �nd a use, and here we sketchthe treatment of the main data structure.6.1 Polymorphic B-TreesThe central data structure is a B-tree [2] used to index bib-liographic items by keywords. Recall that B-trees of orderW are trees with between W and 2W ordered keys at allnodes except the root which contains between 0 and 2Wkeys. Associated with each key there is often a set of datavalues { in this application, there are sets of bibliographicitems. Each non-leaf node with keys k1 : : : kn has subtreest0 : : : tn, wherekeys in t0 � k1 � keys in t1 � k2 � : : : � kn � keys in tnOne way to de�ne a BTree datatype in Haskell is:data Ord k =>BTree k d = BTree Int [(k,[d])] [BTree k d]A construction BTree n kds bts represents an n-key B-tree node, in which kds is an association list mapping keys todata, and bts is the sequence of subtrees. The de�nition ofBTree is polymorphic: the types k of keys and d of associateddata are parameters, subject only to the constraint that kmust belong to the class Ord of types for which comparisonis de�ned.6.2 B-Pages in Binary FilesB-trees are designed as index structures to be held on �le,with each node separately transferred between �le and mem-ory only when needed. To achieve this using the Binarylibrary:1. apply the Bin type-constructor to the type of subtrees;2. require that k and d types belong to the Binary class;3. derive Binary for BTree k d itself.We arrive at the following initial de�nition of a BPagedata-type which, apart from its name, di�ers from BTree inexactly these three respects.data (Ord k, Binary k, Binary d) =>BPage k d = BPage Int [(k,[d])] [Bin (BPage k d)]deriving BinaryA program building a B-tree index needs to get a BPagefrom �le, compute a new page from it (e.g. with an addi-tional key and its data), and write a binary representationof the new page back to the same position in the �le. It isnot safe to use simply getAt and putAt for this purpose, be-cause the replacement page may be larger than the original:



even if k and d values have binary representations of �xedsize, the binary representation of a complete BPage variesin size as the lists it contains vary in length.Each BPage when �rst created must therefore be writtento a section of �le memory large enough to allow for themaximum possible growth. A combination of high- and low-level Binary operations express this:newPage ::BinHandle -> BPage k d -> IO (Bin (BPage k d))newPage bh bp =do end <- endBin bhptr <- putAt bh end bpclearBits bh (maxBPsize - sizeOf bp)return ptrHowever, as things stand we have no way to determinemaxBPsize because the length of each list of associateddata [d] in a BPage is unbounded. So collections of as-sociated data values cannot be held as simple lists; insteadwe use bounded-size blocks linked by binary references. TheDBlock type is de�ned by:data Binary d =>DBlock d = DBlock [d] (Maybe (Bin (DBlock d)))deriving BinaryDe�ning the lengths of successive DBlocks by a seriessuch as 1; 3; 5; : : : 2n + 1 : : : gives space overheads O(pN)where N is the length of the full sequence of d values. Sur-prisingly often there is just one bibliographic item associatedwith a keyword; in this case the �le-space overhead of theDBlock representation is just a single 0-bit for the trailingNothing .6.3 Lazy Evaluation and B-Page I/OReading or writing only a root page instead of a full B-treecan be viewed as a form of laziness: a BPage, with all itscomponent parts other than binary references, is like a bigfunctional constructor whose `evaluation' (i.e. I/O transfer)does not require the evaluation of `arguments' | that is,subtrees and data-blocks beyond binary references. The sit-uation is analogous to the use of explicit abstraction andapplication in force-delay implementations of laziness.Of course this is laziness of a very coarse kind. A getAtoperation on a BPage forces full evaluation of all its localcontents, whether or not they are demanded under the nor-mal rules of evaluation.However, as the bibliographic query program uses theB-tree read-only, it can use the lazy functional getFAt forpage input. This function decompresses BPage contents inthe `normal order' left-to-right, but only as far as evalua-tion in the program demands. So what is the demand onBPage n kds bps , when retrieving data for key k?1. Frequent case: the page does not contain k. The bi-nary reference bp of an appropriate sub-tree is needed;so getFAt decompresses n, the whole of kds and eachelement of bps upto and including bp.2. Infrequent case: the page contains k. So getFAt de-compresses n, and each key with its initial DBlock inkds upto and including the target.Since n is never used by the query program, and elementsof kds are larger and more complex than elements of bps ,we can better exploit the laziness of getFAt by reversingcomponent order to BPage bps kds n.The getFAt function serves, in e�ect, as an adaptor bywhich to connect the normal processes of lazy evaluationto bit-streams on �le. Moreover it is easy to express its

recursive application, when the input data itself containsbinary references to other data. Here for example, is thedb2list function used to convert a DBlock to a lazy list. Itconveniently delays the commitment to retrieve the entireset of reference data for each key: some kinds of query, suchas intersections, may not need the full set.db2list :: BinHandle -> DBlock d -> [d]db2list bh (DBlock ds Nothing ) = dsdb2list bh (DBlock ds (Just ptr)) =ds ++ db2list bh (getFAt bh ptr)Another example is a routine to retrieve from a binary-paged B-tree a complete list of all keys:bpKeys :: BinHandle -> BPage k d -> [k]bpKeys bh (BPage _ kdbs ptrs) =map fst kdbs ++concat (map (bpKeys bh . getFAt bh) ptrs)6.4 Comparisons with other solutionsquery total # refs FunRefs lookbib# refs found time timeA. 3 676 20 0.83 (0.58+0.25) 0.37 (0.08+0.29)B. 18 999 5 0.19 (0.11+0.08) 0.11 (0.04+0.07)Table 1: FunRefs compared with lookbib.One standard (if now rather old-fashioned) bibliographicquery system is provided by the Unix program lookbib. Ta-ble 6.4 compares the performance, as recorded by the Unixtime program, of lookbib and our current version of FunRefsfor two typical queries. Query A asks for references withkeywords `lazy', `funct*' and `progr*' among a collectionabout declarative programming; Query B for `index' and`�le' among a more wide-ranging collection. Times are shownas a total followed by user+system times.Although lookbib clearly `wins', we count as a successthat it does so only by a factor of two: nhc13 is an inter-petive byte-coded implementation of Haskell, and applica-tion programs typically run 15{20 times slower than C.Zi� et. al. describe a rather di�erent implementation ofa text-retrieval system in a functional language. They usedan existing indexed-�le package written in C, interfaced inan ingenious way to the lazy functional language in whichthey wrote a query evaluator. They comment:... to achieve the laziest decompression of ourindex �les, we would have had to write thosealgorithms entirely in the functional language {[which] might pose insurmountable e�ciency prob-lems ... { or set up an elaborate family of prim-itives which map to small amounts of work ac-complished outside the language. [22]Our layered implementation of binary I/O o�ers justsuch a family of primitives. Applications using getFAt en-joy `the laziest decompression' that Zi� et. al. decided notto attempt.7 Related workIn a previous paper[21], we described two separate librariesfor heap compression and binary I/O, demonstrated aver-age space savings of 6�, and reported on an implementa-tion written partially as Haskell source and partially as anextension to nhc13's runtime system.Among the bene�ts of this �rst design were:



� Binary I/O was more e�cient than textual I/O, mainlydue to the elimination of a complex parsing stage afterreading data into memory.� The average compression ratio of 6� with a genericderived scheme, and the possibility of a ratio of 12�or better using specialised techniques, was a very sig-ni�cant space saving.� The ability to transfer large blocks of compressed datae�ciently from memory to �le and back again was use-ful, because it allowed a form of programmed persis-tence between sessions.However, there were also several drawbacks:� The methods of the two classes, although very similarin operation, were su�ciently di�erent to cause irrita-tion and confusion. The separation of heap and �le op-erations allowed a programmer inadvertently to de�nedi�erent representations of a value for each medium.� Part of the implementation took the form of extensionsto nhc13's runtime system: not a portable design.� The implementation of binary I/O bu�ering was inef-�cient: a single byte bu�er programmed in Haskell.� Random-access reading of binary �les was very lim-ited. All writing was sequential. It was not possibleto update data structures `in-place' in �les. There wasno lazy reading.� There was only one memory region, outside the heapand of �xed-size, in which compressed values were stored,placing an arbitrary limit on the amount of data thatcould be compressed. Binary representations were nevergarbage-collected.The new design presented in this paper builds on thestrong points of the �rst design, while eliminating the draw-backs:� A single class now uni�es the two earlier classes, with-out losing any operations. There is a new abstrac-tion over the details of storage location: today's testexamples may reside in memory; tomorrow's giganticdataset may reside on disc, but the program does notchange.� Use of GreenCard[11], a standard tool for foreign-languageinterfacing, makes the implementation of the Binarylibrary portable to other Haskell compilers.� The e�ciency of binary I/O bu�ering is now muchimproved: it uses a multi-byte cache of the �le, imple-mented in C via GreenCard.� A complete re-design of random-access for both �lesand memory now allows intermingling of reading andwriting. In particular, it is now possible to updatebinary structures in-place.� Areas of the heap are now opened explicitly (just like�les) to hold binary data. They grow dynamically tomatch the size of the compressed data, and are auto-matically garbage-collected when no longer required.� Some operations, such as comparisons (equality, order-ing), can use the binary representation directly with-out interpretation.

� There is a clear separation of programming levels: thebasic model of storage media as simple bit-streams al-lows the application writer to manipulate any bit for-mat directly; while the Binary type class mediates ac-cess to compressed binary representations at a moreabstract level. Having said that, there is no barrierbetween the facilities, and it is generally safe to pro-gram with a mixture of high and low level facilities.The Haskell language de�nition, prior to version 1.3, hada Binary class with two methods, showBin and readBin, con-verting data to and from a Bin datatype { the intended usewas primarily for binary �le I/O. We know of no implemen-tations which supported the class, and the idea has now beendropped from the language standard. Three improvementson the previous design, introduced by our Binary class, are:Bin is parameterised on the type being represented; thechoice of location of the binary data can be either in mem-ory or directly on disk, for both reading and writing (wealso allow fast transfer of the binary representation betweenlocations); and �nally, we have a set of low-level operationsoriented explicitly toward bit-streams, which broadens therange of utility.The hbc compiler has a library which de�nes a class forNative conversions. The methods convert between a valueand a list of bytes, which can then be used in textual I/O.There are three di�erences from our Binary class: the datarepresentation is byte-oriented, rather than bit-oriented; thebyte vectors are otherwise untyped; and there is no use ofexplicit sequencing to control the evaluation order of conver-sion. The intended use of the Native class is for foreign lan-guage interfaces, and data transmission between processes(either via the �le system or across a network). Our schemepermits a exible style of in-heap data compression in addi-tion to these applications.Johan Jeuring has a polytypic scheme for data compres-sion [7]. There is a close correspondence between polytypicprogramming and type classes. (Jansson and Jeuring's lan-guage system PolyP [6] is the �rst to provide facilities forpolytypism.) His method separates a value's structure fromits content, compressing the structural component in a verysimilar manner to our automatic scheme, and then relyingon standard textual methods to compress the content.There is of course a wide literature on compression al-gorithms { see for example the comprehensive survey byLelewer and Hirschberg [9].Other work on reducing the amount of space used fordata representation in functional languages (although with-out true compression) includes a signi�cant body of work onunboxing; see for instance [10].8 Conclusions and Future WorkA storage model which gives access to bit-level data repre-sentations, and which does not discriminate unnecessarilybetween memory and �les, opens up whole new applicationareas for functional languages. We have implemented mech-anisms for various types of computation:1. Interpretation and generation of arbitrary binary dataformats as simple streams of bits.2. Compressed memory storage of large functional datastructures during the lifetime of a computation.3. Computing with large indexed functional data struc-tures held entirely in �les, not in memory.4. Programmed persistence, i.e. \warm-starting" a pro-gram with pre-computed data, avoiding expensive tex-tual parsing.



The binary scheme presented in this paper can be derivedautomatically for almost all datatypes, following a standardpattern which gives signi�cant space savings. However, italso leaves the programmer free to try more aggressive com-pression algorithms, by de�ning custom instances of the Bi-nary class.The bene�ts of the technique include the following: datais stored compactly { for typical applications, the automaticderivation achieves a compression ratio of 6� over the stan-dard heap-graph data representation in memory; data canbe transferred e�ciently between media { compared withprinting and parsing Haskell's standard textual representa-tions of data in �les, binary I/O is signi�cantly faster; run-time memory requirements are reduced, both through com-pressing program data in memory, and using data directlyin �les.We suggest that typically, the use of in-heap compressionmight be considered by a programmer once the program iscomplete and has been pro�led to identify and correct anyspace faults [16]. When the pro�le reveals that there is stilla large amount of data occupying the heap, and that thisdata really is needed, the opportunity to compress it shouldbe taken.Many other applications could bene�t from the abilityto manipulate values in compact and binary representa-tions, particularly those where it is desirable to hold a verylarge amount of information either in main memory or onsecondary storage. Examples include databases, natural-language processing, and image processing. One applicationwe intend to study fully is a tracer/debugger for Haskell pro-grams [18]. It is very di�cult to construct a complete traceof a large computation because of the huge amount of spacerequired. A compressed store makes the task more feasible,especially if the compressed data structures can be storedprogressively into a random-access �le.Another possibility we have yet to explore is that datacompression and expansion could be applied to parts of theheap automatically. At present the programmer must judi-ciously select data structures and apply the binary conver-sion functions. Perhaps in future the memory managementsystem will be able to identify long-lived portions of the heapand transparently compress them during garbage collection,allowing re-expansion lazily by need.There is also scope for providing higher level APIs. Forexample, one could store not only values as bits, but also arepresentation of their types, allowing a form of type-safetyon values read from �les[13].AcknowledgementsThanks are due to Canon Research Centre Europe Ltd., whohave wholly funded this work. The design and presentationbene�ted from discussions with many of the Glasgow func-tional programming group.References[1] Richard Bird. Introduction to Functional Programmingusing Haskell. Prentice Hall, second edition 1998.[2] D. Comer. The ubiquitous B-tree. ACM ComputingSurveys, 11(2):121{137, June 1979.[3] N. R�ojemo et al. nhc13 Haskell compiler, York re-lease. http://www.cs.york.ac.uk/fp/nhc13/, Dept. ofComputer Science, University of York, UK, May 1998.[4] Jeroen Fokker. Functional speci�cation of JPEGdecompression and an implementation for free. InVeltkamp and Blake, editors, Programming Paradigms
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Appendix A: The full interface of the Binarylibrarymodule Binary wheredata BinPtr = BP Intdata BinHandle = ... (abstract type)data BinIOMode = RO | RW | WOdata BinLocation = Memory| File FilePath BinIOModeopenBin :: BinLocation -> IO BinHandlefreezeBin :: BinHandle -> IO ()closeBin :: BinHandle -> IO ()stdmem :: BinHandleseekBin :: BinHandle -> BinPtr -> IO ()tellBin :: BinHandle -> IO BinPtrendBin :: BinHandle -> IO BinPtrisEOFBin :: BinHandle -> IO BoolputBits :: BinHandle -> Int -> Int -> IO BinPtrgetBits :: BinHandle -> Int -> IO IntgetBitsF :: BinHandle -> Int -> BinPtr -> (Int,BinPtr)skipBits :: BinHandle -> Int -> IO ()clearBits :: BinHandle -> Int -> IO BinPtrcopyBin :: BinHandle -> BinLocation -> IO BinHandlecopyBytes :: BinHandle -> BinHandle -> Int -> IO BinPtrcopyBits :: BinHandle -> BinHandle -> Int -> IO BinPtrtype Bin a = BinPtrclass Binary whereput :: BinHandle -> a -> IO (Bin a)get :: BinHandle -> IO agetF :: BinHandle -> Bin a -> (a,Bin b)sizeOf :: a -> IntputAt :: Binary a => BinHandle -> Bin a -> a -> IO ()getAt :: Binary a => BinHandle -> Bin a -> IO agetFAt :: Binary a => BinHandle -> Bin a -> aputAt h p x = do seekBin h pput h xreturn ()getAt h p = do seekBin h pget hgetFAt = fst . getF(<<) :: (a->b,c) -> (c->(a,c)) -> (c->(b,c))(f,p) << g = let (x, p') = g p in (f x, p')


